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WELDING INTERMEDIAIE

Accreditation No. 9945

Length of course: 36 weeks

Time Block: 3 hours daily

E DESCRIPTION

This course is designed to prepare the student for employment in
the field of welding. Electric welding and specialized (TIG NIG)
are emphasized.

Intermediate course s udents will qualify

in the following:

Electric Welding Terminology

Shop Machinery

C. Metal Properties

D. Heat Treating Metals

E. Arc Welding Fundamentals

F. Arc Welding Operations

G. (F. I. G.) Welding Operations

H. (A. I. G.) Welding Operations

I. Blue Print Reading



WELDING INTERMEDIATE

9945

SYLLABUS OF TERMINAL PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

9.0 Electric Welding Terms

10.0 Care d use of Shop Mhchinery

11.0 Physical Properties of Metals

12.0 Heat Treatment of Metals

13.0 Introduction to Arc Welding

14.0 Electric Arc Welding

15.0 (r4.G.) Welding

16.0 (M.I.G.) Welding

17.0 Blueprint Reading

6
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AECREDITATI NUMBER_2_245

COURSE TITLE:

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 9.0

ATE

ELECTRIC WELDING TERME

Upon completion of this unit "Electric Welding" terpa.T_ studept
will demonstrate his knowledge of these tor* wgb 7 pion,

LATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES 'TM
9.1

9.2

9.3

Given lectures and demonstrations on
"Electric Welding" terms. The student will
write or orally describe terms associated
'with AC welding with at least 70% accuracy.

Student will write or orally describe terms
associated with D.C. welding with at least
75% accuracy.

Student will write or orally describe te-ms
associated with T.I.G.welding with at least
75% accuracy.

9.1

9.2

9.3

Name the two types of AC Arc welding
machines.
Define AC current.

Define the term D.C.
Define the term direct polarity.
Define the term reverse polarity.
Define the term electrode.

Define the term "TIG".
Name the three types of current flow
used in TIG we



10.1
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ACCREDITATION a3 R 9945

CGJRSE TITLE: DTATE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO CARE AND USE OF SHOP MACHINERY

Upon completion of a series of lectures and demonstratIons with shop

machinery 80% of the students will be able to answer 7 of the questioas

on a written and or oral test, and perform with 79% proficiency given performance

test.

INTERNEMATE

Given a piece
demonstrate 8
squarE2" x
saw according

Locate Work
Secure Work
Select Proper
Safety
Accuracy

of -etal the student will
proficiency in cutting a

2" using the horizontal band
to rating scale:,_

Speed

20
20
20
20
20

2 Given a piece of metal the student will
demonstrate 75% proficiency in the proper

and safe use of the pedestal drill press
according to the following procedures:

1) Accurately locate and center punch hole
on metal
Properly secure work
Operate drill press at proper speed and
pressure
Observe all safety precautions.

Given a piece of metal, the student will
demonstrate 75'1 proficiency in the proper
and safe use of the hydraulic press accord
ing to the following procedures:

1) Accurately locate and center the work
in the press.

2 7roperly secure the work

3 Apply pressure to the work with
extreme caution

4) Observe all safety precautions

10.0

10.1

10.2

10.3

2EST ATTACHED.

Cut a 2" x 2" square with
horizontal band saw.

Drill 5/16" 3/8" 1/2" holes
according to specifications given
you by the teacher using the pedestal
drill press.

Operate the hydraulic press using
proper procedures, to do the job
assigned you by the instrUcter.



ACCREDITATION NUMBER 9945

CCURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.30:0_ AND USE OF SHOP MAGHINY

10.5

TE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

Given a taper shank drill bit the student
will sharpen, by using a pedestal grinder,
with 75% proficiency judged by below rating
scale:

2
Safety
Froper angle
Proper methods
Proper cooling

25%
25%
25%
25%

Given a piece of 24 gauge metal the studen
will cut a 12" x 28" piece, using the foot
shear with 7 proficiency using the below

rating scale:

Accurately locate metal in shear.
2 Properly secure metal to be cut.

Observe all safety precautions
and shear meta1.

4 Accurate.,

2

2
25%

2_

0.4

O*5

ITERIONNEASURES

Sharpen a drill bit on a pedestal
grinder.

Cut a 24 gauge piece of metal
12" x 28, using the foot shears.



CARS AND SHOP CHrir

1040

What is the most likely way to break the blade in the horizontal band saw?

2. Is tt necessary to disconnect the electricity while working on shop equipment?

What kind of sa.fety eel= ent should always be worn when grinding _al?

Name (2) ways a person can easily be injured when operating the foot shear?

What is the most likely way that a parson could be injured while operating thehydraulic press?

Is it a safe practice for more than one person to use a grin in- wheel at the sametime? -

7. What determinen the selectec speed for the drill press?

What (2) Theta the size of a band saw blade to use far a given job?

What tool is used to dress up a grinding w el?

0. Is it necessary to have wheel guards in place for safe operation of the pedestalgrinder?



2.

MT ON F SHOP NAC5flAflY

10.0

Not 'having the work securely tight in the machine.

-SI shield or glasses.

Foot pedal can cause injury to feet or legs.
b Fingers caught undermetal being sheared.-

o ork .-ecurely tight in the machine,

No

Ha_

Wheel d

Yes

erial to be drilled.

S5 of the material to be cut,
ss sectional area of the work.



ACCREDITATION NUMBER 9945

COURSE TITLE: WELDING I ERMEDIATF,

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 11.0 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF METAL'

The student will score at least 8 on a written test relating to the
physical properties of metals, and perform with 7 efficiency on a given

performance test as judged by rating sheet attached.

.1 Given lectures and demonstrations on the
physical properties of metals, the student
will write or orally describe metallurgical
terms with at least 8 accuracy.

Given a piece of metal, the student will
with 90% accuracy demonstrate knowledge of
the physical properties of metals by
applying certain forces to the metals as
judged by attached rating scale.

1) Method
2) Safety

Tool Selection
4 Machine Operations

25%
25%
25%
25%

Given lectures and demonstrations on the
physIcal properties of metals, the student
will orally explain why a welder must be
familiar with metal properties.

Method
Safety
Tool Selection
Machine OperatIons

11.2

11.3

12

Define the term "Tensile Strength"
Pfine the term "Ductility"

Define the term "Hardmess"
Define the term "Brittleness"
Define the term "Malleability"

Given a piece of metal, apply tr19
following forces to the metal:

(Judged by rating sheet)

1
2
3
4
5

Tension
Compression
S:learing

Name 4 reasons why a welder must be
familiar with metal propertiea.



10)

11,0

SICAL FZRTIES 0

What rio e initials A.S.T.11. re?re:-.ent?

the spark test?-

Is steel a Iferroust metal or a tnonferroust metal?

fe usl metal magnetic or non-magnetic?

Does lead' have.the phySical property of being tough?

Does the term 'elas icity' relate to spring steel?

1 aluminum give off sparks in the spark te

Wil alloy steel ring when tested with the 'rill

What do the initials S.A.,E. ep e nt?

Brass is a ferrous or non-ierrous metal?

13

-V?



.1

11.0

ANSVIDi 51=1. SICAL FROFMTIES OF STALS

Arierican Society o Testing

Touching me al a ainst a

Fcrrous

Naznctic

No

Yes

-No

Yes

1etals.

Society of utomotive Engineers

10 Non-ferrous

1 4

ying grinding whe4



ACCRITATION NUMBER 9945,

TITLE: WELDING -

TERMINAL PERFO
,OBJECTIVE

'MIATE

HEAT TREATMENT OF METALS

The student will score at least 80% on a written test relating to the heat
treatment of metals and perform with 75% efficiency on a given perfOrmance
test as judged by rating sheet attached.

X_ga

Given lectures and demonstrations on the.he
treatment of metals, the student will write
ororelly describe terms relating to
heat treatment of metals with at least 80%
accuracy.

Givenlectures and demonstrations on varioui
methods of hardening steel, the student wil
heat a piece of steel and harden it with
100% proficiency as judged by attached rat

1) temperature 25%

2) color 25%

3) cooling 25%

method
-11) safety 25%

Given lectures and demonstrations owthe
methods of heating metals for treatment
the student will orally describe at least'
(3) methods.

Given lectures and demonstrations on the
cooling medias-used in heat treating
steel, the student will orally describe
43) basic methods.

12.0

t 12.1

(MIMI

Test Attached.

1) Define:
2)- Define:
3) Define:
4) Define:
5) Define:

Heating
awing
enching

Annealing
Tempering

12.2 Given a piece of steel and necessary --

heating equipment, heat treat and harden
the metal.

scale.

1 5

Describe at least
heating metals for

methods of
eatment.

Describe (3) methods used for cooling
metals after heat treatment,



12.0

HEAT TREATNT OF METATS

What is the purpose for 'annealing' metal?

How is steel hardened?

a

Can hard metals be softened by heat treating ham?

Can soft me als be ha ened by heat treating them?

Can water be used as a cooling agent when heat treating me

oil used as a cooling agent for heat reating metals?

What common heat treating device can a welder use t4 heat treat etals?

Spring steel receives most of its strength from the heat treating process.
T. or F.

9) Does metal expand or contract when heated?

10)

Name two methods used for heating metals when using the heat treating
process.



12.0

ANSI R T TREATIENT OF

ke it soft.

By heat

Yes

4) Yeo

a

Yea

Yes

atthg the metal.

With the cutting torch elding torch.

9 Fzcprlds

Electricity . (b)

A

a

1 7*



ACCRIJ ITATION

catiRsE TITLE:

ER 9945

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
SJECTWE NO. 13,0

Student ViIi sore at least 80% on a w_

'IMMEDIATE

ION TO MC WELDING

-elating to axo weldi

Upon completion of a series of lectures and
demonstrations, the student will with 100%
accuracy answer questions relating to safety

requirements for arc welding.

_Upon_completion of a series of lectures and
demonstrations, the student will with at le.-
80% accuracy answer questions relating to a
welding and supplies.

Given lectures and demonstrations on electri
arc welding terms, the student will write
or orally describe terms with at least 75%

accuracy.

13

1

18

2

DESCRIBE:
1) Proper eye protection
2) Proper body protection
3) Ventilation requirements
4) Preventing electrical shock

DESCRIBE:
1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

9)

10)

1)

2)

3)

4)

AC WeAding machines
DC Welding machines
AC/DC Welding machines
Electrode identification
Electrode selection
Machine settings and operation
Electric power sources
Electrode holders
Ground clamps and cables
StriRing an arc

Define the term 'slag inclusion'
Define the term 'anode'
Define the term 'electrode'
Define the teri 'reverse pola ity'



1) N-

13,0

INTRODUCTION TO ARC WELDING

some of the major industries that use arc welding extensively?

Name ( different sizes of electrodes.

Name (3) basic welding positions.

Name one kind of metal that gives off toxic vmpors when being welded.

EXplain what is meant by st -eight polarity and reverse polarity.

6. What are some of the hat cause eloctrodes to st oil freeze?

k

What happens luring welding and the electrc
base metal?

uck to the

What effect do you get when welding withthe machine set too high?

What e ect do you get when welding with the mac_i e set,too

10. What steps must be taken to overcome electrical shock when arc wel-_

1 9



13.0

ANSI SHEEFOR INTRODUCTION TO ARC WELDING

Automotive, Aircraft, Ship builders, Bridge building an repair,
: construction, Excavating industries, Foundries Manufacuxing industries

Petroleum industries.

6)

060 , 8n, 5/32u 1611 1 1/4

Flat, .Vertical, Ho- zOntal, Overhead

CadmiuMt Zinc, Lead

Straight polarity is: work positive and electrOde negative.
Reverse polarity is: work hegative and electrode'positive.

Machine set.too low. (b) Electrode is too close to the base metal,
fi

7) The electrode' will get red hot.

It tends to burn the weld, cause undercut,

.the base metal.

dlo burn a- le thrcugh

You will get a weld that has little or no penetra ion.

2

Turn off-machine after ueb.

Weer gloves when welding.
e

Keep equipment dry. Do not stand in wet places when welding.

2 0



cc

ITATION

T LE: Weldi diat

TERM NAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 14.0 Electric Arc Welding

Upon complet on of a series of lectures and demonstrations with
welding equipment and materials 80% of the students will perform with not
7 proficiency on a given performance test as judged by rating scale.

14.2

14.

lAU PERFORMANCE

ess than

Given lectures demonstrations, and shop
handouts, the student'will demonstrate how

'to select proper materials and properly
run "stringer" beads on mild steel plate
in the Flat Position with not less than
75% accuracy.

Given_lects,_dem9nstrations, and shop
handouts, the_student will demonstrate hoi
to-select proper materials and properly
weld, "butt" joints on mild steel plates
in the Flat Position with not less than
7 accUracy.

Given lectures, demonstrations, and shop
handouts, the student will demonstrate
how to select proper materials and proper
weld a "lapp" joint on mild steel plates
in the Flat Position with not less than
75% accuracy.

14.1

4 2

4.3

L Given lectures, demonstrations, and shop 14.4
handouts, the student will-demonstrate
how to select proper materials and properly
weld a *tee" joint on mild steel plates in
the Flat_Position with not less than 75%
accuracy.

21

Select proper materiala run
"stringer" beads.

Select proper materials, and weld
"butt" joints in the Flat Position

Select proper materials, and weld
"lapp" joints in the Flat Position.

Select proper materials, and *eld-,
"tee" joints in the pat_ Positicof

, -



AcGREtITITION NUMBER 9945

CCXJRSE TITLE: Welding Intermec

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NOx 144_

14.

14.7

Given lectures, demonstrations, and shop
handouts, the student will demonstrate how
to-select proper materials and properly weld
a "butt" joint on mild steel plates in the
Vertical rosition with no less than 75%
accuracy.

Given lectures, demonstrations, and shop
handouts, the student will demonstrate how
to select proper materials and properly
weld a 'lapp' joint on mild steel plates
in the yeKticaosition with no less than
7 accuracy.

Given lectures, demonstrations, and shop'
handouts, the student will demonstrate how
to select proper materials and properly
weld a 'tee' joint on mild steel plates
in the Vertical Pbsition with no less than
75% accuracy.

140 Given lectures, demonstrations, and shop
handouts, the student will demonstrate how
to select proper materials and properly
weld a 'butt' joint on mild steel plates
in:theOverhead Flosition'with no less than
4 accuracy.

--

'4.Given lectures, demonstrations, and shop
handouts, the student will demonstrate how
ro select proper materials and properly
weld a 'lapp' joint on mild steel plates
in theOverhead Ibsition with no less than

accdracy.

Electric Arc Welding

14.5

14.6

14.7

14.8

14.9

Giveh.lectures, demonstration, and sfiop 14.10
.handouts, the student will demonstate how to
elect proper_materials and properly weld

ee jointon mild steel plates in the
iverhad_ sitionwith.:no:leiS-than 75% accLraoy.

Select proper materials and weld butt'
joints in the Tertical ibsition.

Select proper materials, and weld
'lapp' joints in the -Vertical l!ositiOne

Select proper materials, and weld
'tee' joints in the "Wrtical Position.

Select proper materials, and weld
'butt' joints in the Overhead Pos._ ler

Select proper materials, and weld
Ilapp' joints in the-Overhead Position

Select proper meter als, and weld
'tee' joints in the ftArhead
position.

2 2



RATING SCALE

Material Selection 10%

Heat Selection 20%

Safety 10%

Fusion 20%

Bead 10%

Penetration 10%



ITATION NUMBER qg4c_

COURSE TITLE: Welding - Intermediate

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 15.0 .G. Welding

Upon completion of a series of lectureo and demonstrations on (TIG)
welding equipment, encompassing the parts, their functions, manipulation,
and safety precautions, 80% of the students will be able to demonstrate 70%
accuracy en a written or oral test, and perform with 70% efficiency on a
given performance test as judged by a rating sheet attached.

2

lATE PER1O1AMB OBJECTIVES

Given lectures and demonstrations on (TIG)
ywelding equipment, the student will recall
at least:90% of the component parts.

Given lectures and demonstrations on the

safety requirements related to (TIG)
welding equipment, the student will with

100% proficiency pass a written test.

Given lectures and demonstrations on the
functions of component parts of the (TIG)
equipment, the student will with at least
80% accuracy orally explain their
functions.

4 'Assigned a (TIG) welding station with
necessary equipment and materials, the
student will demonstrate dt least 70%
efficiency running continuous stringer

..beads on thingauge aluminurn.

15.1

15.2

15.3

4

2 4

CRITERION MEASURES

Orally identify'at least 90%of _

parts on a (TIG) weldihg outftt.

3)

4)

5)

What kind of eye protectIon is
required when performingd(TIG)
welding? .

Name at least (1) way an nperator
can prevent electrical shock to
himself when using the (TtG) '

process.
Name at least (1) articledf
clothing needed as a saficrre'quire
ment when operating (TIG)pclu
Why is it nedeas4r7 Pr water
circulate through the torbk
operating (TIG) equipmenbt
Name at least (1) metal dat styes
off harmful fumes when weitlpdVidAli
the (TIG) process.

What is the prin.Aple-of ope:_
of the following parts laf the'
welder:
1) Flowmeter
2) Remote control

High Frequency control
4) Soft start
5) Foot pedal

Prepare plates and properly wel4
'stringer' beads in the rlatopa
on the (TIG) welder.



ACCREDITATION NUMBER 9945

COURSE TITLE: e1djn-teedjaten

'rpm NAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 15-0 T. G. Wel ng_

NTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

15., Assigned a TIG) welding station with
necessary equipment and materials, the
student will demonstrate at least 7
efficiency welding continuous stringer
beads on thin gauge aluminum.

15.6 Assigned a (TIG) welding station with
necessary equipment and materials, the
student will demonstrate at_least 7
efficiency welding 'lapp' joints on thin
gauge aluminum.

Assigned a TIG welding station with
necessary equipment and materials, the
student will demonstrate at least 70%
efficiency welding 'tee' joints on thin
gauge aluminum.

15. Assigned a TIG welding station with
necessary equipment and materials, the
student will demonstrate at least 7
efficiency running 'stringer' beads on thin
gauge stainless steel.

Assigned a (TIG) welding station with
necessary equipment and materials, the
student will demonstrate at least 80% e
efficiency running fusion beads on 'lapp,
joints using thin gauge stainless steel.

Assigned a (TIG) welding station with
necessary equipment and materials, the
student will demonstrate at least 7
efficiency welding 'tee' joints on thin
gauge steel.

15.5

15.6

5 7

15.8

15.9

5.10

Prepare plates and properly Weld 'Bu
Joints in the Flat _Position oDl...the.'
(TIG ) welder.

Prepare plates and properly7Weld 'Lapp'
foints in the Flat Position on the
(TIG ) welder.

Prepare plates and properly Weld
Joints in the net Position on the,
TIG) welder. "

Prepare plates and properly rUn
continuous 'Stringer' Beads in the
Flat_ Position on the TIG) welder.

Prepare plates and properly fusion
Weld 'Lapp' Joints in the Flat Position
on the TIG) welder.

Prepare plates and properly Weld 'Tee
Joints in the Flat position on the
(TIG ) welder.



ACCREDITATI

CCUT.SE TITLE:

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 15.0

ER 9945

Intermediate

Weldl

TE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

RATING SCALE

MATERIAL SELECTION
2 HEAT SELECTION

SAFE=
FUSION
BEAD

6 PEMTRATION

CRITERION MEASURES

2 6



16.1

ACCREDI T _ER_ 9945

CURSE TITLE: WELDING - LATE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 16.0 1. I . G ) WET DING

on completion of a series of lectures and demonstrations on (MIG)
welding equipment encompassing the parts, their functions,manipulation and
safety precautions, 80% of the studente will be able to demonstrate 70%-accuracy
on a written or oral test, and performwdth 70% efficiency on a given performance
test as judged by a rating sheet attached

LATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

Given lectures and demonstraLions on (MIG)
weldingequipmant the student will recall
major component parts of (MIG) welding outfi
with 90% accuracy.

Given lectures ana demonstrations on the
safety requirements related to (MIG) welding
equipment the student will with 100%
proficiency pass a written or oral test.

1.6.3

16.

Given lectures and demonstrations on the
functions of component parts of the (MIG)
equipment, the student will with at least
80% accuracy orally explain their functions

Assigned a (MIG) welding station with
necessary equipment and materials, the
students will demonstrate at least 70%
efficiency running continuous stringer
beads on mild steel plates.

16.1

16.2

163

16.4

2 7

Orally identify no 1ess,than190% of the
component pelts on a G weldine
outfit.

What kind of eye protection
required when performing" (MIG) n
welding?
Name at least (1) way an opefator
can prevent electrical shock to
himself when using the (NIG)
process.

3) Name at least,(1) article of
clothing needed as a safe

requirement when "operating (4IG)
equipment.

4) Ally_is_good_ventilation neede'd
when welding galvanized metal?

5) What type of clothing is required
when welding in the overhead
nosition?

What is the princip e o operation
if the folluding parts o arc-

delding:

1) Flowmeter
21 Wire Feeder
' Welding Gun

Prepare plates and properly weld
"stringer" beads in the flatipositions
on the MIG welder.



RATING SCALE

Material Selection 10%

Heat Selec -n 20%

Safety 10%

Fusion 20%

Bead 10%

Penet ation 30%



ACCREDITATION NV-

TITLE: IT G I EP IATE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 17.0 BLUE PRINT READING

Upon completion of this unit on blue print reading, the student will be
able to demonstrate and describe (orally or written) blue prints and drawing
as used in the field of welding with 70% accuracy.

INTE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

17.1 Student will demonstrate 70% accuracy
interpreting a working drawing.

17 Student will demoL trate knowledge of prints
and drawings by naming and defining at least
three.

Student will demonstrare knowledge of
welding symbols by drw-;;rig at least (S)

17.1

17.2

17.3

2

CRITERION MEAJRS

Read the drawing provided you and write

1) Shape of every part of the object.
2) Size of all parts.
3) Kind of material
4) Kind of finish
5) How many pieces of each pa t are

wanted.

Given various prints and drawings
the following:

DESCRIBE:
1) Shop drawing
2) Shop sketch
3) Blue print

Given necessary tools and material
draw the following symbols:

1) Multiple pass build-up
2) Plug weld
3) Spot weld
4) Fillet weld
5) Melt thru weld
6) Weld all around
7) Rossette weld
8) Square butt joint
9) Single "V" joint

10) Double "V" joint


